


Welcome to the Wegmans Passport to Family Wellness
Happy Trails to you! This booklet is full of adventure. It
provides an opportunity to experience the outdoors and be active
with your friends and family members while discovering the
hiking trails and beauty of nature in and around Lehigh Valley.

It’s easy. Just take this passport with you and walk the trails. 
As you walk each trail, record your visit in the passport by
using a pencil or crayon to make a rubbing of the designated
trail marker (see outside back cover).

After you have visited at least six trails, bring your passport to
the Lehigh Valley Nature Center of your choice, and receive a
Wegmans coupon for free product and a certificate/gift from one
of the local incentive sponsors. When you complete all ten
trails, you will be eligible to win the grand prize: a $100
Wegmans gift card for you and 20 of your friends to enjoy a
picnic at the park of your choice. A winner will be chosen every
year in mid-July. You do not need to complete a specific number
of trails in one year to be eligible – the passport does not expire.

Brought to you by Wegmans and the Lehigh Valley Nature
Center Network, we hope this encourages you to get moving
more and enjoy the area trails.

Thank you,

Marcie Bartolotta, MS
Manager, Eat Well. Live Well Community Initiatives
Wegmans Food Markets

The Lehigh Valley Nature Center Network would like to thank
our incentives sponsors:

The Finish Line Running Store, Emmaus
Wild Birds Unlimited, Allentown

PPL, Lehigh Valley
Martins Jacoby Watershed Assn.,Bangor Area

Lehigh Gap Nature Center, Lehigh Gap
G.B. Fox Environmental Center, Bethlehem

National Canal Museum/D&L National Heritage Corridor, Easton
All incentives will be distributed as available.
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The Lehigh Valley Nature Center Network and Wegman’s invite
you to discover the trails of the Lehigh Valley: Walking trails that
traverse streams, explore a city, climb mountains, uncover history,
and entice you to get outside and enjoy the benefits of walking
and hiking. 

The trails in this Passport are a small part of a much larger trail
system in the Lehigh Valley. By publishing these introductory
hikes, we hope to raise awareness of the hundreds of trails that
the Lehigh Valley has to offer.   

We hope this Passport to Wellness helps make walking even 
more fun than your family imagined, and will demonstrate that
exercising in nature helps you leave your worries behind, while
strengthening your heart and invigorating your mind. 

Happy Trails!

The Lehigh Valley Nature Center Network






























